
Real Experience
Local Knowledge

Kelley has lived in the Santa Cruz area for many 
years and is well versed with it’s colorful history.

He believes communication is vital to growth 
and success in any situation. 

“My job involves more than finding the dream 
home for the my clients, it’s more than a business 
relationship,” Kelley says. “It’s about a real 
connection and building trust, then using experience, 
insight and understanding to make a match.” The 
truth is, Kelley often becomes friends with his clients 

and in turn helps their friends 
and eventually their children 
catch their dream home.

Be true to yourself. 
Act with honesty and integrity, and you’ll be  successful at any task you wish to accomplish.
 
                    —Kelley Trousdale
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He believes communication is vital to growth 
and success in any situation. 

“My job involves more than finding the dream 
home for the my clients, it’s more than a business 
relationship,” Kelley says. “It’s about a real connection 
and building trust, then using experience, insight and 
understanding to make a match.” The truth is, Kelley 
often becomes friends with his clients and in turn helps 
their friends and eventually their children catch their 
dream home.
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When it comes to buying or selling your dream home in 
the Santa Cruz Area, Kelley has the experience, integrity, 
and insight, to help you make the right decisions.


